The classification of the finite simple groups has had farreaching consequences for many branches of algebra. This paper is a discussion of several problems about primitive permutation groups which have been solved using the simple group classification.
Introduction
The central problem of the theory of finite groups is to find for each positive integer n all groups (up to isomorphism) of order n . This is of course equivalent to the two problems of (i) finding all finite simple groups and (ii) finding all extensions of one group by another group.
The solution to the more basic problem of classifying all finite simple groups was completed in 1980 and it is now the job of mathematicians in related fields to determine the consequences of this classification on their field of research. The purpose of this paper is to survey several fairly basic problems in the theory of finite permutation groups where the simple group classification has led to a satisfactory solution.
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As an analogue of the preceding discussion of finite groups one might say that the central problem of the theory of finite permutation groups is to find for each positive integer n a l l permutation groups (up to equivalence) of degree n . (A permutation group of degree n is a subgroup of the symmetric group S of a l l permutations of the set n = {l, 2, . . . , n} . Two permutation groups G, H of degree n are said to be equivalent i f there is a group isomorphism f : G -*• H and a bijection < | > : n •+ n such that for a l l g in G and i in n ,
; that i s G and H are equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic and act in the same way on n up to a relabelling of n .)
Now l e t G 5 S : then G determines an equivalence relation on n n i ~ 3 *=* i = 3 for some g in G . While problem (ii) is by no means t r i v i a l , the problem of finding all primitive groups is more basic to the subject, and indeed the primitive permutation groups play a role in the theory of finite permutation groups 
Simple groups and primitive groups
The finite simple groups G may be conveniently listed as follows:
(a) G = Z , the cyclic group of order p , p a prime;
(b) G = A , the alternating group of degree n , that is the group of a l l even permutations of a set of size n , n > 5 ;
(c) G a group of Lie type: these may be divided into
, a classical group of dimension n "over" a field of q elements (these comprise linear, orthogonal, unitary and symplectic groups, six families in a l l ) , Further information about groups of Lie type may be found in [9] for example, and about the sporadic simple groups in [70] .
So far, the most useful result which has allowed the classification of the finite simple groups to be used to make headway with problems involving primitive permutation groups is a theorem of M. O'Nan and L.L. Scott. I t allows some questions about primitive permutation groups G to be reduced to the cases where G is a group of affine transformations of a vector space or T 5 G 5 Aut T for some non-abelian simple group T . In essence their result is as follows (see [6] , Theorem U.I, for details and [1] , [12] for details of the correction at part ( i i ) ) . Of course other links exist between certain questions about primitive groups and related questions about simple groups, but this theorem has proved the most useful. We chall now consider several longstanding problems about primitive permutation groups for which the classification of simple groups has provided major "break throughs".
How big are primitive permutation groups?
The symmetric group S and the alternating group A (n ? [22] showed that for primitive but not doubly t r a n s i t i v e groups, f{n) could be taken as 2U . Babai [2, 3] showed that /(«) = exp (Wn log n) was a bound. These various bounds can be compared easily using the following table, where (log J\n))* denotes the order of the dominant term in the asymptotic expansion of log fin) . However using the classification of simple groups Cameron ([6], Theorem 6.1 (S)) showed that f(n) could be taken as n for some constant c , i f one excludes G 5 S wr S, in the 777 K product action, where 5 i s acting on j-element subsets, j > 1 , He showed that even better results were possible if one was "careful".
Finally (also using the simple group classification) Babai, Cameron and
Palfy [4] showed that if the set of composition factors of the primitive group G of degree n contains no alternating group of degree greater 
How many primitive permutation groups are there?
For each positive integer n the symmetric group 5 is primitive of degree n , as is the alternating group A for n f 2 , while, for n < h , there are no other primitive groups of degree n . By l86l Mathieu Hiese "pre-classification" results strongly suggest that I N -E is i n f i n i t e . However using the simple group classification Cameron, Neumann and Teague [7] have shown not only that N -E is infinite but also that E has density zero in the natural numbers N , that is that non-trivial primitive groups G of degree n (that is G ± S , A J are rare. This i s a very surprising result which had not even been guessed at before the Very recently using the simple group classification Liebeck and Saxl [13] have been able to classify all primitive permutation groups vhich contain elements of type l ' V for q < p and any a > 0 .
Primitive groups with given rank
Let G 2 S be primitive and l e t X = {l}, X , . . . , X be the orbits of the stabilizer G of 1 in n . Then G is said to have JXink v . Clearly r > 2 and if r = 2 , G is called 2-tvansitive.
One of the f i r s t major consequences of the classification of the simple groups was the classification of all finite 2-transitive groups. A proof of t h i s important result is given in Cameron's paper [6] , Theorem 5.3 (S).
In his paper various other results about groups with given rank are discussed. 
Primitive groups with given subdegree W i t h t h e n o t a t i o n o f t h e p r e v i o u s s e c t i o n , t h e i n t

Closely related topics
Permutation groups often arise as automorphism groups of geometrical structures, and in these related areas one would expect to find new theorems which rely on the simple group classification. Algebraic graph theory is one field where several results have been proved and many more can be expected -for example one consequence of Sims' conjecture is that there are only a finite number of distance transitive graphs with a given valency, see [S] . In the theory of designs, already the 2-transitive designs have been classified (by W.M. Kantor (private communication)), and I would expect more results in this area also in the near future.
